
Science – Evolution Art and Design 

 Find out what Evolution is. 

 Find out about different scientists and their theories of Evolution. True 
or false activity** 

 Sort the ideas of evolution into different categories and then write a 
paragraph to explain how the theories (ideas) changed over time.* 

 Use paint and black card to create an Industrial Revolution landscape (like 
the one we did at school for The Blitz). 

 William Morris was an artist during the Victorian era – create your own stain 
glass window in the style of William Morris. ** 

Computing and Music 

Home Learning Choice Grid 
Year 6 – Growth. 

The Industrial Revolution 
Monday 22nd June – Friday 3rd July 

Health and Wellbeing 

 Learn the lyrics and sing along to this song 
about the theories of evolution 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZETITM2IPg 

 Well known composers during The Industrial 
Revolution included: Frederic Chopin and Franz 
Liszt. Listen to some of their music. 

 Take part in Joe Wick’s PE sessions at 9am. 

 Make a thank you poster for your postman to 
display in your window. 

 Write down everything that makes you an 
amazing person. * 

Geography and History Other 

 Identify and locate the boroughs of the West Midlands and the towns 
within the Dudley borough.* 

 Find out what life was like for child workers during The Industrial 
Revolution. ** 

 Listen to the audio readings of ‘Street Child’ on YouTube.*  

 Industrial Revolution Reading Comprehension*  

 Handwriting practise. ** 

 Make a PowerPoint to about The Industrial Revolution. 

Writing 

 Write a fact file about the different inventions created during The 
Industrial Revolution. 

 After reading chapter 1 of Street Child, imagine you are Jim and write 
a diary entry about what has happened to him today and how he is 
feeling. 

 Write a character description of Jim Jarvis. 

 Google pictures of towns during The Industrial Revolution and write a 
setting description of an Industrial Town. 

 Write a summary of Street Child up to where you have read so far. 

 Create a booklet all about Evolution. You should include a front cover, a 
contents page, pages of information and diagrams. 

 Create a fact sheet about one of the famous scientists who had a theory 
about evolution.* 

 Research William Morris and rite a mini biography about him. 

 Write an acrostic poem about Evolution. 

 Write a story about a child living during The Industrial Revolution. 
* worksheet available for this activity (in worksheets pack) 

** worksheet and other resources available for this activity (in separate pack) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZETITM2IPg

